We report on the viscoelastic properties of linear, monocyclic, and multicyclic polystyrenes with the same low molecular weight. All polymers investigated were found to exhibit unentangled dynamics. For monocyclic polymers without inner loops, a cyclic-Rouse model complemented by the contribution of unlinked chains (whose fraction was determined experimentally) captured the observed rheological response. On the other hand, multicyclic polymers with inner loops were shown to follow a hierarchical cyclic-Rouse relaxation with the outer loops relaxing first, followed by the inner loop relaxation. The influence of unlinked linear chains was less significant in multicyclic polymers with inner loops. The isofrictional zero-shear viscosity decreased with increasing number of constrained segments on the coupling sites, which was attributed to the decreasing loop size and the dilution effect due to the hierarchical relaxation.
Introduction
Understanding the dynamics of cyclic polymers is a formidable challenge with significant implications in diverse disciplines. For example, in biology, cyclic DNA can form compact conformations in constrained environments [1, 2] and become knotted when using appropriate enzymes [3] , whereas cyclic RNA has been found to improve the accuracy of genetic transcription [4] and cyclic peptides may exhibit improved stability and bioactivity in comparison with their linear counterparts [5, 6] . In materials science, cyclic polymers can be used as templates for the assembly of nanoparticles [7] , building blocks for chemical gels [8] and surface modifiers to prevent nanoparticle aggregation [9, 10] . In polymer physics, the absence of chain ends makes cyclic polymers unique in terms of structural (e.g., conformation, crystallization) and dynamic (both segmental and global) properties [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . At the same time, the dynamics of entangled cyclic polymers are greatly influenced by the presence of tiny amounts of unlinked chains (often called contaminants [16, 17] ). In addition, cyclic polymers can serve as probes to detect the dynamics of linear chains since the threaded rings exhibit similar dynamic behavior to their linear blend partner [18] [19] [20] . Furthermore, cyclic polymers can be thought of as viscosity modifiers since their addition in small amounts to linear matrices The above progress with monocyclic polymers sets the stage for understanding more complex topologies such as multicyclic polymers which are interesting not only because of the ability to explore the role of well-defined constraints on the properties of a given macromolecule but also because of their implications in decoding the function of biological assemblies [1, 2] . The multicyclic topology involves small interconnected local loops and is reminiscent of a structure of a branched polymer, however, when both branches and backbone have no chain ends (see also illustrations in Table 1 below [40] [41] [42] ). Such a structure is expected to relax its stress hierarchically, from outer to inner sections, as established for branched polymers [43, 44] . These polymers belong to an emerging class of cyclic-bearing structures including tadpoles [45, 46] , dumbbells [47] , and comb-shaped rings [48] . Understanding their dynamics will not only advance the current state-of-the-art in polymer physics (e.g., exploring the role of constraints on segmental dynamics [42] ) but also promote their utility in different applications from composite materials design to biological function. Monteiro and coworkers have synthesized multicyclic polystyrenes with diverse cyclic branches of the same molecular weight [41, 49] . They found that the topological constraints due to the presence of cyclic structure increase their glass temperature T g compared to linear chains [40] . Molecular dynamic (MD) simulations further showed that the size of multicyclic polymers decreases with the increasing number of loops due to their more compact structure and that their excluded volume in solutions is greater than linear chains [41] . Recently, Pipertzis et al. [42] investigated the segmental dynamics of these multicyclic polymers by dielectric relaxation spectroscopy measurements. The glass temperature was found to increase with the number of constrained segments at coupling sites, indicating the importance of the intramolecular constraints on segmental relaxation. With the link between topology and local dynamics established in multicyclic polymers [42] , the next challenge is to explore their global relaxation. In particular, we aim at examining the validity of the hierarchical relaxation mechanism and determining the dependence of the zero-shear viscosity on the polymer structure at isofrictional conditions. In addition, the possible role of residual linear chains contamination needs to be assessed.
In this work, we investigate the viscoelastic properties of monocyclic, multicyclic, and linear polystyrenes with the same total molecular weight, in the unentangled regime. A hierarchical relaxation mechanism accounting for dynamic dilution was employed in order to describe their rheological data. The zero-shear viscosity was adjusted to an isofrictional state and found to decrease with increasing number of constrained segments on the linkers. The effects of linear chain contaminants on the terminal relaxation were determined in monocyclic samples without inner loops by combining experiments and modeling, but not in multicyclic polymers with inner loops. This work establishes the link between multicyclic structures and their linear viscoelastic response.
Experimental Section

Synthesis and Characterization of Cyclic Structures
The linear, monocyclic, and multicyclic polystyrenes used in this study were synthesized by the copper catalyzed azide−alkyne cycloaddition (CuAAC) [41, 49] . The synthesis and detailed characterization of these samples, including impurities and different structures, have been presented in previous publications [41, 42, 49] . The specific methodology of the multicyclic polystyrene (PS) structures is reported in detail in reference [49] . As there were some subtle changes in the procedure and the additional synthesis of a new multicyclic structure, full details for all the synthesis and characterization of these structures is given in reference [41] . Following the nomenclature in the literature [42, 49] , we call these samples PSTY and use a code to classify their structure. Their molecular characteristics are listed in Table 1 .
Given the complexity of the synthesized structures, some further remarks concerning characterization are in order. The technique of liquid chromatography at the critical condition (LCCC) is considered as the state-of-the-art for purifying ring polymers [16, 38] . Whereas this is true, there are situations as explained below, where its use cannot lead to unambiguous results. This technique relies on a separation methodology where the size exclusion and adsorption are matched. This is the case for linear polymers of varying molecular weight. However, the theory suggests that cyclic species have different elution volumes with varying molecular weight. In addition, there are only a few cases where there has been complete baseline resolution between cyclic and linear species, and these are in well-defined systems (i.e., linear l-PSTY and cyclic c-PSTY of identical molecular weight). Moreover, when broad linear and cyclic species are combined (and their characteristic peaks exhibit some overlap), the LCCC chromatograms do not show good separation due to the fact that there is a molecular weight dependence on the cyclic species [38, 50, 51] . In fact, our HPLC experiments [41] indicate that there is no baseline resolution between cyclic and linear species and the relative proportions of cyclic to linear seem to significantly overestimate what was found by size exclusion chromatography (SEC). This suggests that there is overlap between the cyclic and linear polymer species. The percentage of cyclic was calculated to be only 33%, suggesting that the starting linear polymer adsorbed to the column, possibly due to either the azide or alkyne interactions [41, 49] . Hence, there is no evidence that LCCC will work for the CuAAC reaction, as we believe that the azides or alkynes can bind to the column. Therefore, LCCC should be used with caution especially if the chain-ends have an interaction with the column. In addition, the most powerful method to quantify the amount of starting linear remaining is the combination of NMR, FT-IR, MALDI, and SEC [41] . On the other hand, we have shown the accurate use of the log-normal distribution (LND) process to give quantitative data for cyclic purity [52, 53] . The LND is now a well-established technique and gives accurate results for our polymers, should the hydrodynamic volume change be already determined [41, 42, 49] .
As mentioned above, a detailed account of the impurities is given in Ref. [41] . Considering sample PSTY-8d, the impurity comes from the coupled linear chains, which amount to about 9% based on LND analysis [41] . Other linear precursors for outer and inner rings were synthesized with the same procedure. In addition, these linear precursors have similar polydispersity to PSTY-8d as shown in Table S1 of Ref. [41] . Hence, we conjecture that all linear precursors have an impurity of 9%. These impurities do affect the multicyclic polymers. The coupled linear byproducts have significant effect on the rheological spectrum, especially the terminal regime since they have double molecular weight. This is further discussed below. The value of coupled linear impurity, 9%, is listed in Table 1 below under the column "φ linear ". The molecular weights of impurities, which correspond to outer and inner loops, are listed under the columns "M l,outer " and "M l,inner ", respectively.
Sample Treatment and Rheological Measurements
The samples were molded at 403 K under vacuum in a homemade mold for about 30 min. After cooling to room temperature, the resulting homogeneous specimens were ready to be loaded on the rheometer. Measurements were performed on a strain-controlled rheometer (ARES, TA, New Castle, DE, USA) equipped with a force rebalance transducer (2KFRTN1). Parallel plate geometry was used (homemade stainless steel plates with diameter of 8 mm). The temperature was controlled (±0.1 K) by means of a convection oven. Nitrogen gas flow ensured inert atmosphere in order to reduce the risk of degradation. All measurements were performed at 403 K which allowed for accessing the terminal regime. We focused on dynamic frequency sweeps in the linear regime, which provided information on the frequency-dependent storage and loss moduli (G and G", respectively). These tests were proceeded by dynamic time sweeps (at fixed frequency and low strain amplitude) and dynamic strain sweeps (at fixed frequency) in order to ensure steady-state conditions (equilibrated samples) and linear viscoelastic (LVE) measurements, respectively.
Results and Discussion
Figure 1 depicts the LVE spectra of the multicyclic polymers investigated, along with the linear precursor and single ring (monocyclic structure), for reference. In the measured temperature, all systems exhibit terminal relaxation in the low-frequency region, preceded by a power-law relaxation at higher frequencies. The power-law exponents deviate from the 1/2 Rouse value and are different for different structures, as will be discussed below. We also note that, unlike the Rouse prediction, the high-frequency moduli do not collapse but G" is slightly higher than G , albeit following the same frequency dependence. This behavior has been observed in other melts and attributed to coupling of high-frequency Rouse and segmental modes [54, 55] . In order to analyze the data quantitatively, we divide the multicyclic structure into "outer" and "inner" parts. For example, for sample PSTY-34 (see Table 1 below) the outer parts are the four loops (or rings) and the inner part is the remaining (inner) loop. Based on this structure [41, 42, 49] , the ideal volume fraction of inner ring (v inner ) is 1/3, while the volume fraction of outer rings (v outer ) is 2/3. For samples PSTY-9d, 31, and 32, there are no inner loops. Hence, the total modulus G* multi_c includes contributions of the inner loops and the outer loops and can be written as:
Here, we assume that the relaxations of two components (inner and outer) with small molar masses (practically below the entanglement limit) are mutually independent since they follow Rouse dynamics. The ratio v inner /v outer is fixed based on the molecular structure of multicyclic chains, as discussed above (see also Table 1 ). Further, the multicyclic polymers relax hierarchically, similarly to branched polymers [43, 44] as mentioned above, with the outer loops relaxing first in response to an externally imposed stimulus, followed by the relaxation of the inner loops in a diluted environment.
To calculate G* outer , we use the cyclic-Rouse model developed by Watanabe et al. [30] :
with G 0 N being the plateau modulus, p the mode number, τ p the pth Rouse relaxation time, τ seg the segmental relaxation time, and τ outer the longest Rouse relaxation time of the outer loop (ring), which is 1/4 of the Rouse relaxation time of the respective linear chain with the same molecular weight M outer . The segmental relaxation time is calculated by the Vogel-Fulcher-Tammann (VFT) equation:
with τ 0 being the relaxation time at high temperature limit, B the activation parameter, and T 0 the "ideal" glass temperature which is below the conventional glass temperature T g . The VFT parameters (τ 0 , B, and T 0 ) are taken from a recent study of the segmental dynamics of these multicyclic polystyrenes [42] , where τ 0 = 1 × The calculation of G* inner follows essentially the same equations, also accounting for the dilution effect of the outer loops which act as solvents, reducing the modulus by a dilution factor [54] of (1 − v outer ) 2 :
where τ inner is the longest Rouse relaxation time of the inner loop with molecular weight M inner . The onset of relaxation of the inner loops is set at time τ outer , i.e., when all outer loops have relaxed. The average fraction of outer loops in the multicyclic polymers is denoted by v outer . Since there are some remaining reactants and byproducts (e.g., unlinked chains or imperfect multicyclic structures), the value of v outer is not exactly the same as that in the ideal situation where all multicyclic polymers are fully grafted. Instead, the average value v outer includes the contributions from fully grafted multicyclic polymers, partially grafted multicyclic polymers, coupled multicyclic polymers and ungrafted rings. Table S3 in Ref. [41] , which are obtained based on the log-normal distribution (LND) fitting of samples' molecular weight distribution [52] . Let us take PSTY-34 as an example. For ideal fully grafted PSTY-34, v outer = 2/3, φ = 0.97. For partially grafted byproducts, v outer = 1/2, φ = 0.02. For coupled byproducts, v outer = 1/2, φ = 0.01. This yields v outer = 0.66 and v inner = 0.34. Since fully grafted multicyclic polymers are the dominant component (confirming the high-quality synthesis [41] ), the value of v outer only slightly deviates from v outer . For example, for PSTY-34, v outer = 2/3 while v outer = 0.66. For other multicyclic polymers, the situation is the same. However, the procedure outlined here is general and applies to the analysis of such structures.
PSTY-8d, as the linear precursor of PSTY-9d, contains 9% coupled linear byproduct even after purification by preparative SEC [41] . Other linear precursors for outer and inner rings were synthesized with the same procedure as PSTY-8d [41] . In addition, these linear precursors have the similar polydispersity with PSTY-8d as shown in Table S1 in Ref. [41] . Hence, we conjecture that all linear precursors have around 9% coupled linear byproduct. These contaminants with double molecular weight are 'inherited' in the next cyclization step and left in the final cyclic products. Therefore, the contribution of linear contaminants to the modulus, G* linear , needs to be accounted for. The calculation of G* linear follows the Rouse model for linear chains.
with τ linear,x the longest Rouse relaxation time of the linear chain (p = 1) with molecular weight M linear,x . Here, the subscript x represents outer and inner, respectively. M linear,inner = 2M inner and M linear,outer = 2M outer . For convenience, we classify pure linear PSTY-8d as outer loop in Table 1 .
To account for the high-frequency contribution, an extra term G* high-freq is added. The (dominant) contribution from loss moduli G" high-freq is approximated as Aω, with A being 10,000 Pas at 403 K, appropriately shifted from the reported data at 453 K [56, 57] . By incorporating the linear contaminant and high-frequency contributions into Equation (1), the final expression for the total modulus G* tot reads:
with φ multi_c and φ linear = 1 − φ multi_c being the volume fraction of the multicyclic polymers (including cyclic byproducts) and linear chains, respectively. In all fits we used G 0 N = 0.17 MPa, shifted from the value at 443 K by density compensation, and M e = 17,500 g/mol [16] .
In Figure 1 , two model predictions, with (φ multi_c = 0.91, φ linear = 0.09) and without (φ multi_c = 1, φ linear = 0) contribution of linear contaminants, are plotted along with data. For the case of φ linear = 0, the prediction significantly underestimates the terminal storage moduli of samples PSTY-9d, 31, and 32, which do not have inner loops. However, if the linear contamination is considered, the predicted storage moduli are increased and almost perfectly match the experimental data. This supports the existence of linear chains contaminants, even though they are not unambiguously resolved in log-normal distribution (LND) fits [41] . In addition, we note that comparison of Figure 1a ,b suggests that the linear viscoelastic spectra of linear PSTY-8d and cyclic PSTY-9d are almost identical. To a first approach this is odd, as even at this molecular weight the linear is slower compared to the ring, as demonstrated with different polystyrenes which have been purified via LCCC [31, 32] . However, as shown in Table 1 , and discussed above, PSTY-9d contains about 9% linear contaminants with double molecular weight. These linear impurities significantly broaden the terminal regime of PSTY-9d, as illustrated in Figure 1b , which compares modeling predictions with (blue solid curve) and without (red dashed curve) considering them. For samples with inner loops, i.e., PSTY-33, 34, 35, and 36, both predictions with and without linear chain's contribution can generate good fits to the experimental data without adjustable parameters, hence the modification from linear contaminants does not significantly change the terminal storage moduli. The reason is that the linear contaminants have comparable terminal relaxation time with the inner-loop-containing multicyclic polymers, which relax stress in a hierarchical way and have an extended terminal relaxation. On the other hand, for the multicyclic polymers without inner loops, their terminal relaxation is much faster than that of linear contaminants, therefore linear contamination can significantly extend the terminal regime. Hence, the procedure outlined here indeed establishes the methodology for treating this type of system. (6) with and without the contribution of linear contaminants, respectively (see text).
Next, we examine the high-frequency slopes of G′ and G″ versus frequency. Their average values range from 0.71 to 0.80 for the different multicyclic structures. This is seen in Figure 2 , which depicts them as functions of the molecular weights of the outer loops Mouter for the different multicyclic structures. Clearly, they are larger than the Rouse prediction (1/2). Such deviation has been widely recognized in linear [54, [58] [59] [60] , branched [54, 55] , and cyclic polymers [32, 35] . It has been attributed to the influence of the segmental modes [57, 58] . In the present case, we have coupling of the segmental relaxation and the global relaxation of outer loops. The width of the relaxation spectrum for the outer loop is a dominant effect for the high-frequency slope. We argue that the small outer loop exhibits a faster and narrow relaxation process, so that the high-frequency slope is larger. (6) with and without the contribution of linear contaminants, respectively (see text).
Next, we examine the high-frequency slopes of G and G" versus frequency. Their average values range from 0.71 to 0.80 for the different multicyclic structures. This is seen in Figure 2 , which depicts them as functions of the molecular weights of the outer loops M outer for the different multicyclic structures. Clearly, they are larger than the Rouse prediction (1/2). Such deviation has been widely recognized in linear [54, [58] [59] [60] , branched [54, 55] , and cyclic polymers [32, 35] . It has been attributed to the influence of the segmental modes [57, 58] . In the present case, we have coupling of the segmental relaxation and the global relaxation of outer loops. The width of the relaxation spectrum for the outer loop is a dominant effect for the high-frequency slope. We argue that the small outer loop exhibits a faster and narrow relaxation process, so that the high-frequency slope is larger. [42] . First, all viscosities are adjusted to the same monomeric frictional state as the linear precursors (PSTY 8d) by multiplying by a factor τseg,8d/τseg,X, where the subscript X represents the sample code of the multicyclic polymer. Inspired by the analysis of segmental dynamics [42] , we plot in Figure 3a the adjusted η0 as function of the number of intramolecular constrained segments in the vicinity of linkers. The number of intramolecular constrained segments is defined as the number of segments in the vicinity of linkers, which was defined in Ref. [42] . It can be directly read according to the structure of polymers. For example, in PSTY-31 the number of constrained segments is four. A monotonic decrease is observed and represented by an equation of the form η0 = A × 10 (B×constraint) , which provides the best fitting result, where constraint represents the number of constrained segments, and A and B are adjustable parameters with B = −0.057 and A = 5.25 × 10 4 Pas. Alternatively, the viscosities at 403 K can be adjusted with respect to their values at respective Tg of each sample, which is achieved by means of an adjustment factor τseg,g/τseg,403 K, with τseg,g and τseg,403 K being the segmental relaxation times at Tg and 403 K, respectively. We plot the viscosities at Tg, η0,g, as functions of number of constrained segments in Figure 3b . Since all multicyclic rings have identical total molar mass (Table 1) , with increasing constrained segments, the loop size becomes smaller and, due to the dilution effects this results in a decrease of η0,g. A line in the log-linear plot of the form η0 = A × 10 (B×constraint) with B = −0.057 (same as before) and A = 1.41 × 10 9 Pas, represents the best fitting result. The clear scaling of the adjusted viscosity with constraints is encouraging and suggests that it is possible to molecularly design more complex multicyclic structures with tunable rheology. [42] . First, all viscosities are adjusted to the same monomeric frictional state as the linear precursors (PSTY 8d) by multiplying by a factor τ seg,8d /τ seg,X , where the subscript X represents the sample code of the multicyclic polymer. Inspired by the analysis of segmental dynamics [42] , we plot in Figure 3a the adjusted η 0 as function of the number of intramolecular constrained segments in the vicinity of linkers. The number of intramolecular constrained segments is defined as the number of segments in the vicinity of linkers, which was defined in Ref. [42] . It can be directly read according to the structure of polymers. For example, in PSTY-31 the number of constrained segments is four. A monotonic decrease is observed and represented by an equation of the form η 0 = A × 10 (B×constraint) , which provides the best fitting result, where constraint represents the number of constrained segments, and A and B are adjustable parameters with B = −0.057 and A = 5.25 × 10 4 Pas. Alternatively, the viscosities at 403 K can be adjusted with respect to their values at respective T g of each sample, which is achieved by means of an adjustment factor τ seg,g /τ seg,403 K , with τ seg,g and τ seg,403 K being the segmental relaxation times at T g and 403 K, respectively. We plot the viscosities at T g , η 0,g , as functions of number of constrained segments in Figure 3b . Since all multicyclic rings have identical total molar mass (Table 1) , with increasing constrained segments, the loop size becomes smaller and, due to the dilution effects this results in a decrease of η 0,g . A line in the log-linear plot of the form η 0 = A × 10 (B×constraint) with B = −0.057 (same as before) and A = 1.41 × 10 9 Pas, represents the best fitting result. The clear scaling of the adjusted viscosity with constraints is encouraging and suggests that it is possible to molecularly design more complex multicyclic structures with tunable rheology. 
Concluding Remarks
The linear viscoelastic properties of unentangled polystyrenes with linear, monocyclic, and multicyclic structures having the same total molecular weight have been investigated. The combination of cyclic-Rouse model and the concept of hierarchical relaxation is found to successfully describe the linear viscoelastic response of these samples. Their modulus includes contributions of the outer and inner loops, whereas the dilution due to the relaxation of the former is accounted for. For samples without inner loops, linear contamination (due to unlinked chains) needs to be considered in order to describe the terminal storage moduli accurately, whereas the contribution of imperfect structures (based on characterization) is minimal. In the high-frequency regime, the powerlaw dependence of moduli on frequency increases with decreasing Mouter, presumably because the contribution of the early relaxation of branched outer loops. The viscosity at isofrictional state decreases exponentially with the number of constrained segments, which can be explained by the decreasing loop size and the dilution effect. This unique dataset and the associated quantitative analysis can serve as ingredients for the molecular design of composites involving complex multicyclic structures, as well as extending to the more challenging entangled multicyclic polymers. 
The linear viscoelastic properties of unentangled polystyrenes with linear, monocyclic, and multicyclic structures having the same total molecular weight have been investigated. The combination of cyclic-Rouse model and the concept of hierarchical relaxation is found to successfully describe the linear viscoelastic response of these samples. Their modulus includes contributions of the outer and inner loops, whereas the dilution due to the relaxation of the former is accounted for. For samples without inner loops, linear contamination (due to unlinked chains) needs to be considered in order to describe the terminal storage moduli accurately, whereas the contribution of imperfect structures (based on characterization) is minimal. In the high-frequency regime, the power-law dependence of moduli on frequency increases with decreasing M outer , presumably because the contribution of the early relaxation of branched outer loops. The viscosity at isofrictional state decreases exponentially with the number of constrained segments, which can be explained by the decreasing loop size and the dilution effect. This unique dataset and the associated quantitative analysis can serve as ingredients for the molecular design of composites involving complex multicyclic structures, as well as extending to the more challenging entangled multicyclic polymers. 
